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weather
Mostly cloudy today and tomorrow with
a slight chance of showers. High today
in the low 60s. Low tonight in the low
40s.

October 12, 1982

Students vs. landlords

Court can solve disputes
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first
of a four-part series dealing with the
purpose of and the need for legal
services for students. A related 'Comment' can be seen on page two.
by Becky Bracht
and Karen Sandatrom
staff reporters

Disputes with landlords who own
off-campus housing units create a
common bond for off-campus students.
It is common to hear students comparing landlords. The good ones are
praised, but more often, the bad ones
are cursed.
However, the difference between the number of students
who complain about unfair
treatment from landlords and
the number who actually take
action in the dispute is large.
In 1981, approximately 20
persons fifed complaints
against their landlords in
Bowling Green's Small
Claims Court. Most suits
were filed to reclaim security
deposits landlords withheld.
Other suits included filing for
completion of needed repairs.

pal Court, said.
The court, she said, does not do
backup work on cases and will not
arrest or threaten the losing party if
he or she fails to pay the defendant. If
this situation does arise, there are
Srocedures the plaintiff can follow to
Dree payment from the defendant,
she said.
Anyone wishing to file a suit against
their landlord should bring their lease
with them when they file, Mazzarella
said. In the past, students have filed
suits against the wrong people, she
said, adding if the landlord is part of a
company, you must file against the
company and not the individual landlord.

A REFEREE (attorney) will hear
both sides and make a decision, which
he submits to a judge. The judge then
decides the amount of damages to be
awarded.
Steven Lovelace, a senior Business
Administration major, said he plans
to file a suit against his landlord,
Maurer Green Rentals.
Lovelace, 670 Frazee Ave., claims
his two tropical fish, valued between
$60 and $80 each, died due to negligence on the part of his landlord.
Although Maurer Green knew when
Lovelace was going to move into his
apartment, Lovelace said the electricityincluded in the rent, was
not turned on when he arrived. As a result, he could
not run the air filter in his
aquarium
and his fish died.
1l
It was well over a $500
investment," he said, adding
he had raised the fish for four
years.
THE STUDENT said
Maurer Green has tried to
blame the problem on Munici
pal Utilities, who said it was
Maurer Green's fault because
his name was not on the list of
apartments that had to have
electricity turned on.
Lovelace said he went to
the Student Consumer Union
for advice on how to solve his
problem.

About one-fourth of these
people lost their cases, and
most who won were not
awarded the full amount for
which they sued.

Award
Winner:

BG News photo/Liz Kelly
Dr. Joseph Krauler, associate professor of political science, was a receipient of an
outstanding teaching award given by the Undergraduate Student Government recently.

Salvador guerrillas
make new attacks
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(AP) - Leftist guerrillas overran a
100-man army outpost 50 miles
north of San Salvador, killing at
least four national guardsmen, officials said yesterday. It was one of
several new attacks on major targets carried out by the leftists.
Officials said the guerrillas also
seized control of the nearby town of
Las Vueltas, which has 5,000 people, wounding at least 15 soldiers.
The fighting occurred on Sunday,
and the rebels were still in control
of the town yesterday.
An army commander in the provincial capital of Chalatenango,
where the town is located, said
U.S.-made A-37 fighter planes and
Huey helicopters bombed and

strafed the area, but that the rebels
apparently still held the town yesterday.
Guerrillas also dynamited a
power line near Aguilares, 22 miles
north of the capital early in the
day, and raided an army post south
of the town, according to a local
army commander. He also reported that a civil defense post in
Aguilares was overrun by the leftists.
No casualties were reported in
the attacks, but the blast blacked
out northern San Salvador province and Chalatenango province,
with a total of some 400,000 inhabitants. A power company official
said electricity should be restored
with in 24 hours.

Approximately 10 people have filed
If a student has their lease with
suits in 1982 and major complaints them, someone from the court will
have centered around unreturned se- help them file and make sure the
curity deposits.
proper defendant is named, she said.
Small Claims Court will handle
"SMALL CLAIMS Court was de- complaints up to $1,000. For cases
signed to handle disagreements be- under $500, the cost to file is $12.50.
tween two parties," Kathy Cases between $500 and $1,000 cost
Mazzarella, deputy clerk at Munici- $17.50 to file, Mazzarella said.

"They told me to write a letter
stating the facts and send one to
Maurer Green and keep a copy for
myself," he said, adding that SCU will
help him to file his suit.
Lovelace said he is concerned that
when he goes to court he will be at a
see LANDLORD page 4

Poles strike over Solidarity ban
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Founding
members of Solidarity at the Lenin
Shipyard in Gdansk defied the Communist government's new ban on
strikes with a sit-in yesterday demanding reinstatement of the outlawed independent union and the
release of union chief Lech Walesa.
Western reporters who left the Baltic port city six hours after the eighthour strike began said the police had
taken no action by then. But Polish
television reported the police used
"means of coercion" on "several
groups" of onlookers who defied orders to disperse after dusk fell.
The official news agency PAP said
workers went home peacefully but
several groups "disturbing the
peace" outside the shipyard and at
the Gdansk railway station were dis-

persed by police using force.
The Western reporters said leaders
of the protest decided to strike again
today for several hours. They told the
shipyard's 17,000 workers to assemble
outside the gates if the government
closed down the yard.
THE GOVERNMENT television
service admitted "a section of the
workforce at the Gdansk shipyard
stopped work" but claimed pictures
taken in the yard showed there was
"not much interest" among other
workers. However, the telecast said
the pictures were taken between 3 and
3:30p.m., after the strike was scheduled to end for the day.
The government cut all Telex and
telephone communications with the
coast at 11 a.m., and highways to the
area were blocked to incoming traf-

fic, making it impossible to obtain an trucks were seen heading north toindependent estimate ot he number of ward Gdansk.
strikers.
The Gdansk strike was the first
The strike in the giant shipyard
defiance of the Communist rewhere Solidarity was born in August open
new labor law, adopted Friday
1980 had been scheduled to last only gime's
Parliament, to annul the liberalitwo hours. But the Western reporters by
zation measures won in a nationwide
said the workers decided it would strike
wave in the summer of 1980.
continue six hours longer, until the
end of the day shift at 2 p.m.
The
new
canceled the registraPAP reported that "the workers of tion of all law
unions and the right to
the first shift left the shipyard in strike. It authorized the organization
peace," indicating that the strike of local unions only under Communist
ended for the day as scheduled.
One official source in Warsaw said Party control.
firivately there could be trouble in all
The underground committee of four
ive of the coastal provinces and two
Solidarity leaders still at large
in the interior of the country where top
called a four-hour strike Nov. 10 ana a
Solidarity support was strong.
boycott of the new unions, but the
militant shipyard workers in Gdansk
THREE LARGE convoys of police jumped the gun on them.

Honored:
Gish, Saint visit
by Carolyn Van Schaik

stall reportei
Today's movie screens are larger than life. But
imagine the time period in which moving pictures were
just beginning to evolve. The phenomenon of watching
people move on the screen was a miracle in itself. It's
no wonder then that film greats such as Lillian Gish
never even uttered a word in front of the camera.
Gish, a pioneer of American films and star of more
than 100 motion pictures, displayed the quaint charm
that made even her silent movies flow smoothly as she
appeared with Eva Marie Saint at the University
Saturday. Gish and Saint were on campus for a dedication of photographs commemorating Gish's long acting
career.
The photographs are on display at the Gish Theater in
Hanna Hall. This theater is thought to be the nation's
only theater dedicated to the actress and her family.
Miss Saint, a Bowling Green alumna, also received an
honorary degree from the University.

BG News photos/Lli Kelly
Actress Lillian Gish speaks ot a dedication ceremony held last Saturday lor the newly renovated Gish theater in
Hanna Hall.
,

-

IN PRESS INTERVIEWS Saturday, Gish and Saint
were relaxed as they commented on such topics as
modern movies and their love for Ohio.
"I love the movies," Saint said, "But I'm not into all
the space movies yet."
Gish said she believes today's movies are geared
toward a young audience.
"I think they (the movies) are for children," Gish
said.
Both ladies expressed apositive attitude toward Ohio.
"I was bom in Ohio," Gish said. "I'm a buckeye and
proud to be one. I think we have the best manners of any
state."
Although Saint is from New Jersey, she also had
positive things to say about the state.
"There is a hospitality in Ohio similar to that of the
south. It's very different from the east," she said.
see OISH page 7
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Articulation policy
limiting to students
It is becoming more common for red tape to stand in the
way of University students who are struggling to meet
course requirements placed upon them.
As part of the articulation policy adopted by the Board of
Trustees on Friday, students face a requirement that conflicts with present University operations.
The plan outlines new requirements for advancement to
upper class status. Under this policy, students must pass
English 111 before advancing to sophomore status or be
subject to dismissal from the University.
The University's course registration system makes it a
major task for individual freshmen to get their names on the
rosters of the English 111 course sections. And with the
recent semester conversion, freshmen now have only two
opportunites to schedule the course as opposed to three on the
quarter system. This could conceivably cause overcrowded
111 classes.
HypotneticaUy, a freshman who could not get enrolled in a
111 section until spring semester has only the standard two
opportunities at the end of that semester to meet the required
passage of a proficiency exam.
The requirement is a particular burden for freshmen who
must take English 110, a remedial English course for
students who could not meet University English standards
for acceptance into English 111. They must try to schedule
both courses within two semesters.
The purpose of the articulation policy is to better prepare
students for University entrance by outlining the necessary
high school academic background in English and mathematics. But Academic Council, which adopted the policy last
spring, and the Board of Trustees have failed to look at
obstacles, such as scheduling difficulties and time constraints, that hinder successful completion of the requirement. The News believes that if the policy is to be instituted,
modifications are needed in the registration process and in
the requirements for passing the course.
If this is a means of "weeding out" the weak students, it
defeats the purpose of a public institution's existence. Students should be encouraged to successfully complete University requirements. But the mere concept of this articulation
policy requirement could turn away many potentially fine
students who may simply have trouble with English.

Negative campaign
evidence of groping
As the final days of the Ohio gubernatorial race approach,
the candidates are beginning to increase their advertising and self-promotion.
And the end brings a major change on the the Republican
front. Candidate Clarence Brown has altered his campaign
from a positive to a negatively-charged race, which is
designed to raise doubts about Richard Celeste's record as a
state legislator, lieutenant governor and Peace Corps director.
Brown's new campaign features a series of three television
ads already aired in Cleveland and Cincinnati. One 30-second
ad suggests that Celeste, who opposes capital punishment, is
soft on crime and easy on drunken drivers. This is a
reference to a 1971 Ohio House vote against a bill allowing the
arrest without a warrant of a suspected drunk driver. A
second commercial refers to an eight-year-old controversy
from Celeste's election as lieutenant governor when he
placed five transition employees on state payroll before he
took office. The salaries of the workers were eventually
repaid to the state. The third ad says Celeste "proposes
higher .taxes," while Brown opposes them. However, Celeste
says he hasn't advocated a tax increase and would consider
higher income or corporate taxes in a revenue crunch only as
a last resort.
Why has Brown changed strategies toward the end of the
campaign game? It may be because most polls show he is
running behind Celeste. His new strategy seems to be a
groping tactic designed to ignore the "real" issues that
concern the public today. These are issues Brown has been
unable to address satisfactorially, including high unemployment, social security cuts and education funding.
In addition, by staging a negative and critical campaign,
Brown is making a mockery of democracy and he may be
responsible for systematically turning off the public from
voting on Nov. 2. This is to his advantage however, because
Republicans have traditionally benefited from low voter
turnout.
Whatever his reasons, Brown's television ads are sure to
leave voters with a bad taste in their mouths. Look what
happened to Jimmy Carter in 1980. Carter knew he couldn't
run on his record, so he tried to structure his campaign
around his Mr. Nice-guy image. That image was dispelled
when he began to berate Ronald Reagan and capitalize on his
blunders. Thus, Carter became known for his meanness and
vindictiveness, which is exactly what may happen to Brown.
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When assault becomes a reality
A woman I know was sexually assaulted Thursday. It did not occur the
way most of us stereotype sexual

COMMENT
by Tracy Collins

assaults, which is what made it all the
more disturbing.
I fear for women who walk home
alone at night, but I was shocked to
hear of a woman - that I genuinely
care for - falling victim in the relative
sanctuary of her own apartment, in
the middle of the afternoon.
I have always been outraged by
acts of sexual assault, but it's a different kind of feeling when it happens to
someone you know. It is a feeling that
transcends sympathy for the victim,
and a feeling that transcends hatred
for the criminal.
IT MAKES ME sick to think that
one man felt he could intrude on the
life of someone who pursues her interests quietly, imposing on no one else.

The urge to castrate the criminal is
all too prevalent, but not as prevalent
as the realization that he already
lacks in fortitude what I wish to
remove now.
The incident itself serves as a commentary to the manner in which sexual assault is treated in our culture.
The victim was alone in her apartment - not bothering to lock the door
because she perceived safety in daylight, as do many women - when the
criminal walked into her apartment
and proceeded to assault her.
In this case, the victim was lucky
because her indominable will would
not let her submit to the attack, and
her struggles scared her assailant
away. Once he was repelled, the criminal simply walked calmly out of the
victim's apartment, in view of someone who mistook his calmness for
innocence. Nothing could have been
further from the truth.
NOW THIS WOMAN, who I have
always viewed as being a little unsure
of herself (a feeling that was probably
an understatement of what it is now)
has had a cloud placed over her life,

and it's something I pray can be does not may make all those wasted
alleviated by the apprehension and efforts worthwhile.
prosecution of the criminal.
Finally, we should all take note of
Some lessons can be learned from the courage this particular victim has
this incident, although it is unfortu- demonstrated in the wake of this
nate that we must always learn our crime against her life. She has not sat
lessons through the misfortune of back and let her fear of one disgusting
others.
individual ruin her life.
First, despite how idealistic we are
about the safety of our lives, as long
She is dealing with this attack right
as there are people in the world who now with anger, but I know that inside
believe they can randomly take ad- she must be crying out in agony, for I
vantage of the minds, bodies and know of few people with enough courresources of others, no means of pro- age to hide real anguish. She is also
tection should be ignored. Whether crying out for help - inaudiblv now, as
they be locks used even during the opposed to last Thursday when most
day, or cans of mace used even when of us could have done any good.
it seems the attacker might go away.
We can help, by taking a long, cold
you should always be ready - and look at the drawing that appears on
willing - to protect yourself. This the opposite page, and keeping that
victim was, and it saved her.
face in mind as we watch the people
we pass on the street. He may look
SECONDLY, we shouldn't be afraid like an ordinary guy, but he is actuof helping someone who may despera- ally a criminal who should pay for
tely need it. Someone who is being what he has done to an extraordinary
attacked is not screaming just for the human being.
sake of doing so. Don't dismiss it as
someone "just fooling around." There
Tracy Collins is a senior journalism
are many cases that turn into some- major from Springfield, Ohio. He is
one "crying 'wolf'," but the one that editor of the BG News.

'You've got that right*

Losing control - it can be costly
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
first of a four part comment series
dealing with little-known ordinances that may effect students at
the University.
The best kind of medicine is
preventative. When a student
doesn't understand material he

COMMENT
by Ronald D. Ciancutti
must know for an examination, he
studies that material harder.
In the same regard, it seems
important that any American resident should do his best to be made
aware of the laws and statutes that
affect his day to day behavior.
Although the University is
packed with pre-law and criminal
justice majors, the focus into law
issues is often lost in the broad
scope that a classroom situation
provides.
Students should be made aware
of the laws and local ordinances
that affect the lawful response to
their sometimes deviant behavior.
Through a series of articles ap-

pearing this week in the News, my
intent is to clarify some of possible
extents and shortcomings students
may face if they are unaware of
their rights, and moreover, the
law's power to fine, arrest, and
convict them.
The law has many facets and
often constitutional law is modified
by local ordinances.

reasons to cite disorderly conduct.
If the officer must reiterate his
command and the offender persists, the charge may immediately
become a misdemeanor of the
fourth degree. This is at the officer's discretion. A fourth degree
misdemeanor is subject to 30 days
in jail and fines up to $250.
THIS IS not restricted to party
situations only. If a person is walking down the street and is voluntarily intoxicated, he may also be
in violation of the same ordinance
if he becomes a pubhc annoyance
in any way.

SEVERAL STUDENTS were
served citations at various parties
recently. The offenses ranged from
disorderly conduct to failure to
disperse.
Bowling Green Ordinance Section 132.02 claims that when people
are in a course of disorderly conduct and a law enforcement official
orders them to disperse, they must
act accordingly.
Furthermore, if they do not
abide, they are guilty of a minor
misdemeanor, with a fine not exceeding $100.

It may also include wandering
across the street without use of the
intersection crosswalks. If this creates a traffic diversion, violation of
the ordinance is present and the
violator may be slapped with a
minor misdemeanor.
The best way to avoid confrontations with law enforcement officials is to keep overly loud and
filthy comments to yourself at parties or on the streets. Often people
merely make an obscene gesture
or verbally react and find themselves deep in trouble.

The stickler in this ordinance is
that disorderly conduct must have
occurred, (Sect. 132.04.) The problem is that basically any gesture -a
threatening word, coarse utterance, violent response, or unreasonable noise can constitute

AN UTTERANCE that may
seem inoffensive to the average
student may rub an officer the
wrong way. If this occurs, it is up to
the officer's discretion whether or
not it was offensive. You cannot
win this battle so why ask for it?
Talk with the officer without challenging him. Chances are he too
will be a lot more receptive and
cooperative. •
Ronald Drew Ciancutti is a senior journalism major who last
summer served an internship with
a legal firm in Bowling Green.

Clash not given a break

LETTERS
As a fan of rock music and as a
curious spectator on the music's impact, I would like to relate an experience I recently had. At the recentWho
concert in Pontiac, Michigan, an excellent band called the Clash opened
for the headliners, the Who. Always
enthusiastic about seeing good, new
bands, I was fairly excited about
seeing the Clash. What happened
quite disappointed me.
What happened was the Clash were
more or less "booed" off of the stage.
The Clash played only nine or 10 songs
before they quickly exited. They got
almost no reception, whatsoever.
Why is it that midwestern audiences
often have no tolerance for brave,
new bands, especially one with the
Clash's talent and intelligence? Is it
because the Clash are labeled "punk
rock"? Is it because most people
between the ages of 15 and 25, rock's
main audience, are so narrow-minded
that anything new or different is considered unacceptable? Is this narrowmindedness caused by the refusal of
many local, popular radio stations to
air any new and innovative music? Or
is the "discrimination" against new
bands just a matter of personal taste?
First of all, I will admit that the
acceptance of new music by the
masses is not a major world concern.
But, in defense of rock's significance,
rock and roll music could be a powerful medium of protest and social commentary, something that the new
music coming mostly from England
lately is trying to reveal. So why were
the Clash booed? One thing people
tend to reject is the punk rock image
the Clash have. Some do not like the
strange dress and haircuts. Rejecting
something for just such a reason
shows a lack or education and reasoning skill. I noticed at the concert
that many that were booing the Clash
were quite the stereotype of the uneducated person. It was your typical
fan of some of the more mindless rock
and roll bands that were rejecting the
Clash. I Suppose you would have to
expect just such an audience in a
rather economically depressed area
such as Detroit.
The Clash, again, because of their
punk image, get labeled too "hardcore". It is true the Clash play powerful music, but they really cannot be
considered offensive. Ozry Osbourne
is 10 times more popular than the
Clash and he eats pigeon heads. My
girlfriend, who never knew anything
more harsh than James Taylor, likes

We all know that logical thought
and complete rationality is distorted when drinking. If it is not
your problem, stay out of it. If it is
your problem, stay calm and collected. When a frantic athlete
starts screaming at an umpire, he
loses any advantage he might gain
in getting the official to side with
him. In the same realm, keeping
your cool and doing as told will
save hassles. If they want you to
disperse, they will eventually get
their way, so why not cooperate
and save yourself the trouble of
getting a police record and court

the Clash now that she has heard
them.
What came to mind next was the
question of whether many of those
who did not accept the Clash were just
too narrow-minded to try something
new. Is it human nature to reject
change? It seems the Clash represent
change in music, and people are uncomfortable with that. Could it be that
it is human nature to follow who is
leading at the time? Because the
leaders of the rock culture, the radio
stations, do not expose people to new,
controversial music, could it be that
people follow this example and reject
what is new and different? I applaud
the campus stations for their willingness to air newer music, but they
are alone out there. Have you ever
heard the Clash on FM 104?
The question of why the Clash were
not accepted could all be cleared up
by attributing it to personal taste. I
am sure not many have even listened
to the Clash, so this could not work.
The Clash's music is quite accessible
if it is given a chance. To me they
sound like the Stones and the Who did

in their prime, and we all know how
popular those two bands are. Futhermore, would the Who even allow the
Gash on the same bill with them if the
Clash were not something that needed
to be heard? If the Detroit audience
had previously heard and understood
the song, "Career Opportunities", a
song about the problems of unemployment, I am sure the Clash would nave
been applauded after playing this
piece at the concert. I strongly believe
that if the Clash were heard they
would be accepted.
All this raises some interesting
questions on music, radio's control of
music, and the narrow-mindedness of
many Americans, all issues which I
wish would be explored further. I am
sure there will be those who will argue
tha they just do not like the CLash. All
I am saying is give something a try
before rejecting it. I wish the Silverdome audience would have done just
that.

Giving some praise
to BGSU employees
To the people who work hard to
keep our dormitories clean, thank
you!
To the wonderful women and men
who work strenuously in the cafeterias and Union, trying to make sure
that we, the students, nave a nourishing meal, thank you!
To that one nice guy in the University Union who goes beyond the call of
duty in making sure that the Union is
kept clean, thank you!
For all those employees who work
so endlessly to insure a pleasant,
firoductive environment, "this one's
oryou."
This University is little or nothing
without your help. And I know the
entire student body joins me in saying, a thousand times, thank you,
wherever you are.

Eric Qalstlar
141 Bromllald

Al Smith
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Area pharmacist gives possible
packaging methods for Tylenol

WANTED:
Pictured is a composite drawing done by the Toledo Police
Department's Personal Assault
Unit of a man who entered the
apartment of a University
woman last Thursday afternoon
and assaulted her.
The man has been described
as being six-feet to 6'3" in
height; in his mid-20s; average
build; sandy-blond hair that is
thick and straight; mustache of
the same hair color; fair complected; and was last seen
wearing a light blue collared
shirt, a V-neck long-sleeved
sweater which was cable-knit
and off-white, straight-legged
light blue jeans, and brown
rubber-soled shoes with no design. He was also wearing a
silver, thin-linked chain necklace with a one-inch cross,
which came to mid-chest.
Anyone with knowledge
about the suspect's whereabouts or iaentity should contact
the Bowling Green City Police
or the BG News.

by Marl* Garrabrant
reporter

__

In the aftermath of the Tylenol
scare, manufacturers may change
some of their packaging methods,
according to Dorsey Sergent, pharmacist at Dorsey's Drug, 111 Railroad.
He added that consumers should not
over-react and become obsessed with
the idea that all drugs are poisoned

because posioning tactics are possible, but attempts are rare.
A return to the "safety seal", the
ring of adhesive foil around the top of
the bottles applied before capping
them, is possible, Sergent said.
When consumers notice the safety
seal has been broken, they will know
it is dangerous to use the pills, he said.
Another possible capsule safety
Srecaution is to heat seal the ends of
le capsules together. The only way to

open the capsule would be to break it,
he said. Manufacturers may also try
to seal the boxes used to deliver the
bottles to drugstores, he added.
SERGENT SAID these protective
measures do not make it impossible to
contaminate drugs.
"They just make it more difficult to
do (contaminate) and more easily
detectable," he said.

New entrance requisites
by Mike Towle
senior staff reporter

The University Board of Trustees
voted to adopt a new articulation
policy to govern freshmen admissions
frepared by Academic Council, at its
irst meeting last Friday.
Students wishing to attend the University will be urged, but not required, to take four years of English,
and three years of mathematics by
the end of their high school curriculum, according to Dr. Karl Vogt,
interim vice-president of academic
affairs.
The University also plans on implementing new requirements for advancement to upper class status.

HOMECOMING MEANS
YOU AND FALCON
FOOTBALL

Free for
the asking!

Students must take a placement
test administered by the Department
of English prior to registration. Those
students who place into English 110 or
111 will be required to pass 111 before
gaining sophomore status or be sub(ect to dismissal by the University,
'ogt said.
PRIOR TO advancement to junior
standing, a student must demonstrate
competency in mathematics, either
by completion of two years of algebra
and one year of geometry in high
school or by successful completion of
a mathematics proficiency examination given by the department of mathematics and statistics. Failure to
meet the requirements will result in

dismissal from the University, Vogt
said.
Students also will be required to
demonstrate competency by taking a
reading test prior to registration, or
successful completion of the education curriculum and instruction
course "(EDCI 100.) They will also be
dismissed from the University if they
fail to meet the requirements.
Vogt drew reference to other Ohio
universities which have created
stricter guidelines, such as Ohio State
University and the University of Akron, but noted that the University
should not consider only the quantity
of a students education, but its quality
as well, he said.

IBGSU THEATRE PRESENTS

2 FREE Bottles with
Any 12". 1 Item Pizza
4 FREE. Bottles with
Any 16". 1 Hem Pizza
Just Ask1 No Coupon Needed'
GoodOct 11-17

Sat. October 16 1:30 Perry Field
'■"■■

ELEPH ANT
MA N
30 minute
delivery
guarantee

3et your tickets to the BIG GAME today. Avoid long lines at the gate anc
purchase your ticketsearly. See you there!

It your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes
of the time your place
your order, present this
coupon to the dnver for
12.00 off your pizza.

OCT. 7-9, 13-16, 8 PM
3 PM MATINEE OCT. 16
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 372-2719

Fast Free Delivery
352-153°

HERE'S
WHAT'S HAPPENINGS.
FUN AND
Scavenger Hunt!!
G
Sat. Oct. 23 at Noon
Meet in the UAO
office (3 rd floor Union)
for a super-sleuthing
Good Time!!!
Cost: FREE!!
Prizes: To first 3 finishers
Sign-up NOW at UAO office

Owens-Illinois.
Packaging
for everything
but people.
Packaging. The largest industrial
employer in the United States. $60 billion
worth of products sold last year. A major
contributor to American life-style and the
quality of life. And a lot of people take it
for granted. We don't.
We think it's important, challenging,
exciting. We're a $4 billion organization.
We make glass containers, plastic containers, corrugated packaging, Kimble
laboratory ware, Libbey glassware. The
one thing we don't package is people.
O-l will be at BGSU soon to interview for
our Sales and Accounting training
programs.
We'll be looking for people who meet the
following specifications:
• Bachelor's Degree majoring in
Marketing/Sales or Bachelor's
Degree majoring in Accounting,
respectively

Owens-Illinois. An Equal Opportunity
Employer Male/Female

• History of demonstrated leadership
experiences
• History of high academic
performance
• Excellent oral and written
• communication skills
• Willing to relocate anywhere
• Willing to travel
• Relevant work experience is desirable
O-l will be interviewing at the placement
office on October 27. Signups on
October 13. We'll be looking forward to
talking with you!
Human Resource
Selection, Recruitment, & Employment
Owens-Illinois, Incorporated
One SeaGate
Toledo, Ohio 43666

Ol

OWENS ILLINOIS

A
M
£
c

BIKE MAINTENENCE
WORKSHOP

Fee: $10.00
Wed. Oct. 20
6:30 pm
"Overhall your bike"
at Purcell's Bike
Shop. Sign
up at
UAO.

MORE FUN AND GAMES. . .

Blind Bowling
Wed. Oct. 20

.&

At the Buckeye Room
$1.50 per person/$3.00 per team
(teams of two)
Call UAO at 2-2343
for more information

ROCKSHARE
WORLDI
YOUR
VIDEO
TALENTS
11 am 1 pm
become a
Sidedoor,
mini-course
Union
or
see & hear
workshop
the stars in
instructor
action
Free & open
to all!!

call UAO
2-2343

GET CREDIT FOR
SKIING COLORADO!!
Go to Steamboat with
us and HPER for only
$275.00
1st 50 sign-ups get free
University equipment
Go Jan 2-Jan 9, 1983
PEG 143
SECTION 3010
PEG 243
SECTION 3178

ANY QUESTIONS ?? CALL UAO 2-2343
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Study examines military, social costs
United Nations organizations and several international publications,
claims that:

WASHINGTON (AP) - More than $1 equivalent of 3.5 tons of TNT for every lack the most basic necessities of
million a minute is being spent world- person on earth - a total representing life."
wide on the military, with nuclear more than 1 million times the exploSIVARD IS DIRECTOR of a nonstockpiles exceeding 50,000 weapons, sive power of the Hiroshima bomb,
profit research organization named
according to a study by a coalition of the study said.
"Under its heavy military burden, World Priorites. She was formerly
arms control groups.
The study, "World Military and the global economy has suffered," chief of the economics division of the
Social Expenditures, 1962," charges writes the author of the study, Ruth U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
that nuclear and conventional arms Leger Sivard. "The diversion of re- Agency.
The report, using information supraces have wasted resources without sources from civilian needs is a silent
killer, curbing productivity and devel- plied by the Pentagon, the CIA,
enhancing international security.
International nuclear stockpiles opment, and adding more millions to
have mushroomed to represent the the hundreds of millions of people who

• World military costs have risen to
J600 billion a year - well over $1
million a minute.
• The world's nuclear weapon stockpile is equivalent to 16 billion tons of
TNT. In World War n, 3 million tons
of munitions were expended, and 40

million to 50 million people died.
spend more for military purposes
• Spending per soldier averages than for education and health care
$19,300 worldwide but only $380 is combined.
spent per school age child for educa• NATO and Warsaw Pact forces
tion.
• For every 100.000 people, there are have a total of 100,000 tanks.
556 soldiers and 85 physicians. An
estimated 100 million people world• At least 10 million people have
wide are engaged directly or indi- died in "local wars" since World War
H, and more civilians than soldiers
rectly in military activities.
• In 32 countries, governments have been the victims.

Landlords
sortment of roommates
signed three leases with
(Albert) Newlove Realty.
In the process, they paid
$500 in deposit money
which included last school
year, summer, and the
1982-83 academic year.
As roemmates gradually
moved out, and Gallup and
Paige decided not to live in
their Main Street house
again this year, all but $100
of the deposit money was
returned, Paige said.
When the tenants requested the $100 still owed
them from Newlove, he
said that he had no record

. . . from Page 1

disadvantage because he
does not have a lawyer.
"The landlords will have
a lawyer who's been
through it before and
knows what to do," he said.
The legal studies majors
from the Student Consumer Union are a help, he
said, but they are not lawyers.

THE F

iPiciiirp infnrmarinn anrt Fitness Evaluation

BETWEEN THE summer of 1981 and spring of
1982, Tom Gallup, a junior
accounting major, John
Paige, a senior operations
research major and a as-

Skydiving
A-\

Did you ever
osj»y»
want to Jump
Out of an airplane?

HELPS PAY WINTER HEATING BII.I.S
FOR LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS.
I he !c(Krjii\ Iundid Home Encrg) AMtihUinvc 1'rop.im(HI API i% now receiving
applications toi home hcjiinj! afthiftUMCC
i on m.i\ ijujlilx lor HI A I* hcne1it\ (his winter il vnur total household income la IK
within these limits set h\ the Icderul (jo\crnmcnt
S 11130
S 9JM
SII.Mtl

i«"
l<»
tut

SI.V>50
SIA.2M)
SIX.570

I Person
2 Persons
y Persons

lor
(or
foi

I Add $2,310 lor each additional mem her in Ijmilies greater than

If the answer to that question is Yes

GREENE COUNTY SPORT "*s •*»«»&*«
PARACHUTE CENTER
^SS
Jump at Your Own Risk

513-3726116

4 Persons
5 Persons
h Persons

of it being paid, and that
even if it had, the tenants
had given Newlove so
many problems with loud
parties in the past that
they didn't deserve to get it
back, Paige said.
Finally, Paige and Gallup took a copy of Paige's
cancelled check to the office and said they would
take the case to small
claims court if the money
was not returned.
ACCORDING TO
PAIGE, Newlove had already checked the apartment when he returned the
other deposit money. However, Paige said Newlove
made another check of the
house and finally returned
$60 of the $100 to Paige,
saying that $40 was taken
out for carpet cleaning.
Although they think they
were taken, Paige and
Gallup said they now consider the matter closed.
Paige's and Gallup's decision to accept the partial
return is indicative of the
attitude that many students have, according to
seniors Mark Dolan and

M\ I

HOL'HEHOI.D INCOMH means all income received h> all persons in you I
household lor the last 12 months Income is all mone\ received including social
seVuntv henehis. veteran henelits. interest, state unemployment henehts. workers
compensation, strike henehts. eash public assistance and reliel pavments HI W
henelits are calculated based on he.it mv hills lor the months ot December. Is)x2. arid
lanuirv and I ehruarv. I9M

Bob Smith of the Student
Consumer Union.
"There's two reasons
(why students feel defeated by their landlord
before they even begin to
fight problems),"said Dolan. '"The first is that
there's a $12.50 charge to
file a suit in small claims
court. If they win, of
course, they get it back.
But if they don't win, they
don't get it back. So they
have to weigh it, you see. If
the landlord takes out $40
for cleaning the carpets,
and you think that's too
much, you have to decide
whether it's worth risking
the $12.50 to possibly lose
$52.50.
"THAT'S ONE reason.
The other is that landlords
always go into court with
their own lawyers. The students don't. They go in
with themselves and whatever proof they have, a
check maybe. If you ket
into a legalese battle,
you're gonna lose. It's as
simple as that." Dolan
Parents' reluctance to
see their sons or daughters
get into a legal battle at
school is another problem,
Smith said.
"The usual response is,

Sweetest Day is Saturday
Show someone you care
with a personalized cake
from

JACK'S BAKERY
■ v.w.v. - ■ ..■•,■,■,■.',■.".".■•■.'.■.■■■■•■'

APPIA EARLY! \pphcaiiun Tiling deadline h January 31. WH

• Free carnation with each purchase
•Free Delivery

^^

1-800-282-0880

ONE DAY SPECIAL
TUESDAY ONLY

FALL HANDBAGS
ENTIRE STOCK

30%-50% OFF

How to make peace withlblstoy

* All Leather Bags
*A11 Vinyl Bags

* All Canvas Bags
* All Corduroy Bags

OPEN TUESDAY Evening until 9:00pm

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
352-6225

OENFRAI Foods
iNrtllNATJONAl CofiEES

S^isse Mocfya,

BOB SMITH said it is
important for students to
report what they believe
are unfair housing practices to SCU because SCU
can give guidance, and at
the same time keep on top
of the "problem lanalords."
Smith said in the future
SCU will try to get help
from the Bowling Green
Housing Commission, a
group of landlords who
"will at least listen to the
problems students are
complaining about."
SCU also intends to revise some of the criteria
for their recommendations
of rental housing.

oo'o«Oflftftflflp,ftqftoq_flftBOOOOOOooRflflflMft°*M

APPLICATIONS an .ivailahle at manv local welfare ollices.communiiv action
agencies and senior citizens center •>

I or more mUii/iuiion call the Ohio HI AP ollice between the hours H a m. - 5
pm Mondav ihioue'i HlHlaj toll-free

3'ou're in school to get a
egree, you'll be out in a
few months, we'll send you
a check and take care of
it,' " Smith said.
Despite this outlook,
SCU encourages every tenant to take landlords to
small claims court (in
cases where the monetary
value is under $1,000) because it sets a precedent in
which landlords will not
want to get involved.
"Even if the landlord
wins every case, he still
won't want to be going to
court all the time,"said
Dolan.

- —

iouNb Mmd fir*»
mov, from Harsliman
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MACY'S HAIR-IN
1/3 Off October Perm Sale

Reg.

$25.00
$35.00
$45.00
Now

$17.50
$23.00
$30.00
Haircut not included
Use your Macy's charge card!

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEV

Call 352-5615

£■

TEACH
A LESSON IN
GOOD WILL

v^

PEACE CORPS

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. Ifs just one of five deliriously
different flavors from
§=^3|tcS25ail|=E=s^l
General Foods*
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

9
f G*"*. Food! Cocpon*o" 1982

■
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INTERVIEWS
,
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October 12,13,».m.
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UAO announces Homecoming court
by Maria Garrabrant
reporter

It's Bowling Green's
Homecoming once again,
which means it is time to
select another senior representative.
According to Joyce Gordon, director of public relations for UAO, this year's
role for Homecoming representatives is different
from past years.
"In the past, the role was
primarily just a figure
head," she said.
But this year Gordon
said she hoped to "expand
the role" by allowing the
representatives to play a
more active role.
The five representatives
chosen from the 33 applicants are:
Randi Ostry, a 20-yearold senior from Independence, Ohio, majoring in
Political Science. She is a
member of Phi Mu sorority; a Smithsonian Associates member and a
three-time recipient of
Panhellenic Council's
Scholarship Achievement
Award.
OSTRY SAID she is actively involved in political
campaigns on the state and
local level and serves as
secretary for State College
Republicans. She is a
member of Pi Sigma AlEha, a political science
onorary.
She said, if elected, it
would be like a "pat on the

_ my ti
and effort to the University."
"I feel that my activities
are diverse enough to represent all of campus," said
Karen Baxa, a marketing

the University of Alabama.
Judy Markel is a fouryear member of Delta Zeta
sorority and acts as first
Vice-President Rush
Chairman.
MARKEL, A 21-year-old

interpersonal and public
communications major
from Stryker, Ohio.
She said becoming queen
would be a high honor, but
she added, "I would like it
to be a position rather than

WFAL and was a National
Student Exchange representative to New Mexico
State University.
Karen Kampe, a senior
broadcast journalism ma-

DiBendetto's SUB-ME-QUICK

jor from Defiance, Ohio,
She is a member of Chi
Omega sorority. Mortar
Board, University Academic Honesty Committee
and has served as an orientation leader.

143 E. Wooster
Delivery starts
at 4:30

352-4663
%

*°w*».

#

Purchase of 8" Sub

'•*?.»»*

Purchase of 8" Sub

Expires 10/26/82

v*"""'.

tf

Expires 10/26/82

.0**»rff\
sfi

•repurchase of 2 8" Subs
Randi Ostry

major from Solon, Ohio.
She said her diversity
stems from her activity
with residence life, greek
life, student government
and the University as a
whole.
Baxa belongs to Delta
Gamma sorority and is the
publicity chairman for
Panhellenic Council.
She was a resident advisor for Founders Quadrangle her sophomore year
and served on the Resident
Advisor Selection Committee that same year.
She is Student Welfare
Board Chairman for Undergraduate Student Government and was a
National Student Exchange representative to

Judy Markel
senior from Lyndhurst,
Ohio, is majoring in English and transdisciplinary
speech.
She is president of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honorary
and a member of Sigma
Tau Delta, a national English honorary.
Markel is a Fact Line
operator where she serves
as the student coordinator.
She said she believes her
involvement in many activities and communication with many persons
makes her representative
of University students.
Becoming homecoming
queen is more than just
receiving roses and a
crown to Marcia Sloan, an

Karen Baxa

just an honor."
Sloan, an independent,
said the University's queen
should become a representative to persons within
and outside the University.
For example, she said
the queen could talk to
visiting high school students to tell them what the
Univeristy has to offer.
SLOAN IS UAO director of
New and Views/Lectures,
vice-president of Mortar
Board, the senior honorary, copy-editor of the
News and a campus tour
guide.
.
In the past, she was a
resident advisor for McDonald East, a news reporter for WBGU and

E»p»es 10/26/82

Marcia Sloan

2 ft. Decathlon
Expires 10/26/82

Karen Kampe

said that "Bowling Green
has been a home for four
years" and that she was
"very proud of this school
and would be proud to represent it."
If elected as queen, she
said it would be "the highlight of the four years."
Kampe served as student government senator
her sophomore year and
received the student government faculty excellence award.

COME BLOW YOUR HORN
The Athletic Band is now organizing.
All students interested in playing for the Hockey and
Basketball games are invited to contact the Band Office
(Room 1010, Music Building) in person, or by phone
(372-2181) to obtain information pertaning to registration
and performance schedule. Brass especially welcome.

5 PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO,
835 HIGH ST. - RENTAL OFFICE
PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30

Special Rates on Sublease Apts.
APARTMENT COMPLEXES

OTHER RENTALS
1 Bedroom

CAN GO
A LONG WA 7.

Furnished &
Unfurnished

OVERSEAS.

Haven House

Houses

Piedmont Apts
• 8th & High St.
Birchwood Place
650 Sixth St.

Efficiences

Maple Grove
• 818 Seventh St.
Small Buildings

between 6th & 7th Sts.

YOUR
AMERICAN BLACK

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat
Laundry Area in Each Bldg.
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space
Ample Parking

' ALL RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVELEGE
OF A MEMBLRSHIP TO THE CHERRY WOOD
HEALTH SPA 835 HIGH ST.

Peace Corps volunteers nave been proving <t tor 20
years Today they serve m over 60 developing nations
Helping larmers improve ttieif harvest village's buikl
water systems tocai health specialists tight disease ti
you want to share your experience and training MHHI
other peoples ca« Peace Corps
iN'f RViE*S
L>NiVEBSiT» PLACEMENT SE«ViCCS
Oetow i? '3 * i"
See P»*c* Corp* Q«p>>
S'<ntj in Completed Appiic*l*o"->
. ' 868ft
iD.ito.t AIM Otl.-.e

There are a
LIMITED NUMBER
of senior portrait
sitting times remaining
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENTS
Call THE KEY
NOW!
* 1982 Spring Supplements
May Be Picked up at the KEY
PICTURE SALE in the Union Foyer
October 12-15

372-0086
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Students give time, concern to ranch
by Rita Fcrenec
reporter

Parish visit the juvenile
offenders at the Pemberville Boys Ranch weekly.
While at the Ranch, volunteers play cards, basketball, watch movies, help
the youths with their home-

Some do it for a class,
some do it for fun.
Volunteers from Saint
Thomas More University

work, or just talk with
them.
"Our experience with
volunteers in the past has
not been very positive,"
Mark Wheeler, director at
the Ranch, said. "Primarily because the volunteers
have not made a long-time
commitment to the residents.

"Many of the kids have
had too many experiences
with people who appear in
their lives then walk out.
Volunteers from Bowling
Green have interacted on a
regular basis, which has
allowed positive
relationships to develop."
Volunteers have become
an important part of their

program, he added.
Boys in the program
range in age from 14-17.
Crimes committed by the
youths are minor offenses
including school problems,
truancy and theft, Wheeler
said.
BESIDES BASKETBALL, cards, and movies,

COMPETITION TOUGH?
TIRED OF WRESTLING
WITH YOUR BOOKS?
LEARN TO

The Marines
are * I I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to tell the student body
about some unusual career opportunities available to
men and women—while they stay m school and after
they graduate Marine Corps career programs-in data
processing, telecommunications, avionics. f*nance. and
business management, to name lust a few—are among
the best ottered in or out ol the military Find out all the
facts, when we visit your campus
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PHI KAPPA TAU
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
IT'S NEW Li'L
TAUS

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
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Sue Babcock
Denice Carrsel
Faith Cebull
lenny Dyer
Chris Frazier
Kathy Cairing
Daren Goodwin
Kym Green
Pam Gunter

Charlene Heggart
Karen Kadusky
Ann Karrick
Becky Liesky
Eileen Lindisch
Dawn Longfellow
Connie Macri
Michele Murphy
Tricia Perry

Jar a Pilkington
Carolyn Prentice
Linda Schooley
Kim Stocz
Lisa Sturtz
Cathy Sutliff
Susan Tomlinson
Lara Wilson
Wendy Yotter

Free Delivery
I ntBl^

4 pm

GOOD THRU 10/31/82

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
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FRATERNITY?
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity is redeveloping and starting
a brand new chapter. The new group will make their own
fraternity and make all decisions.

■¥ NO PLEDGING PERIOD *

TKE
OFFERS MANY ADVANTAGES

Ffee Wlv,,

Voted Best Pizza In B.C

3OOOOOOOOCC0UP0NS

Take a look at the pie after the
coupon. Next time it has to be

0
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Voted the
best pizza in Bowling Green!

"It's certainly most
gratifying that your colleagues value the work
that you have been fighting
with for the past 35 years,
said Bergstrom, 66, who is
sometimes called the father of prostaglandin
chemistry.
Added Samuelsson: "It's
a very nice way to wake
up."

>

tn

REDEVELOPING A

- ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

scientific meetings held as
part of the bicentennial
celebration at Harvard
Medical School.

SEASON TICKETS SAVE YOU MONEY!
CONTACT THE MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE TODAY FOR YOUR
HOCKEY SEASON TICKETS.

X
O-

INTERESTED IN

finy medium pizza
with one or more items

"It's too soon to tell now
what impact the volunteer
program has had on how
we are perceived in the
community," Wheeler
said."But it's my belief
that the best way to create
a positive awareness is by
word of mouth."

FALCON I
HOCKEY
SEASON
TICKETS
ARE STILL
AVAILABLE!!

11BW. WOOSTER
OPENMON-TUES 1:00-7.00

^ nvi iHd sis in nvi iHd sis i.n nvi iHd sis i.n nvi iHd sis in nvi iHd sis in nvi

91 OFF

Some people from the
community and surrounding area do not appreciate
the location of the Ranch,
Wheeler said. He hopes
more people will become
aware that the residents
aren't hardened criminals.

<s>

y

I3|^!55{P®"OOONE COUPON PER PIZZA

we get people in here from
the outs," he added.
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Beckenham, England, who
all happened to be in Boston at the time.
Their research has delved into the workings and
chemistry of a perplexing
group of substances called
prostaglandins, which are
similar to hormones. Scientists believe they may be
able to treat a variety of
stubborn disorders by manipulating these substances, found throughout
the human body and the
animal world.
All three men are in Boston this week to speak at

Call 372-2601 or slop by 106 University Hall

INTERVIEWS
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Oct. 12, 13 A.M.
See Peace Corp Reps.
Bring in Completed Applications
or Call 800-521-8686
(Detroit Area Office)

Di

BOSTON (AP) - Two
Swedes and an Englishman shared the Nobel
Prize for Medicine Monday
for their research into a
group of body chemicals
that affect human ills
ranging from arthritis and
high blood pressure to
asthma and painful menstruation.
The prize was awarded
to Sune Bergstrom and
Bengt I. Samuelsson of the
Karolinska Institute in
Stockholm and John R.
Vane of the Wellcome Research Foundation in

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

•
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"THEY HELP us with
homework and try to cheer
us up," a resident at the
Ranch said. "When a
whole group comes out instead of two or three, it's a
lot better.
"It's cool as hell when

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES

MAKE
A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE
..■•■,,-.■.

EDO 100: Vocabulary, comprehension
& study skills. 2 credit hours

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Office to see us

"We're substitute brothers and sisters for them,"
Arnold said. "I guess
they're the brothers I
never had. I also see a little
bit of me in each of them.
They need a little bit of
guidance too."
Guidance is an integral
part of the volunteer program. The residents see it
asmore than that.

Three share Nobel Prize

Double or Triple present rates
Improve Comprehension
Skim at better than 1200 wpm
Cut study time in half
Earn 2 hrs. credit

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

October 12 &13

tentative plans include a
camp-out at the Ranch and
attending Falcon basketball and hockey games.
The boys visited the Student Recreation Center
last weekend.
These activities give the
residents individual attention that the counselors do
not always have the time
for, Wheeler said.
Steve Arnold, a senior
political science major, is
one of the volunteers who
has developed positive
relationships with the residents. Arnold says he is
always trying to recruit
other people who might
benefit from the program.

...Become active immediately!
...No pledging!!
...Job referral service after college!!
...Scholarship aids!!
...Over 300 chapters to visit in U.S. S Canada! I
Like to hoar more?
Call... John Paulson, National Representative
372-5434

5255 Hill Ave.
Toledo, Ohio
Copyright c1981 Marvel Comics Group
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Swedes continue search for foreign sub
BERGA NAVAL BASE, Sweden
(AP) - The Swedish navy continued
its search for a foreign submarine in
Hors Bay Monday for the lift day but
the nation's top military man said the
likelihood was increasing that it had
escaped into the Baltic Sea.
Navy spokesman Capt. Sven Carlsson said there had been no "firm
indication" of the sub's presence in
the waters off the Musko Naval Base
since Friday.
"It could still be there, but the
likelihood is gradually decreasing,"
said Gen. Lennart Ljung, the armed
forces commander in chief.
There was also no further word of a
second sub the navy said it detected
outside the entrance to the bay last
Thursday. Ljung said Sunday it might
have been the first sub after it made
its escape.

There was speculation among the
hundreds of journalists reporting on
the search that the talk of escape was
an attempt to mislead the press and
keep information about the search
from the foreign government - assumed to be the Kremlin or a Soviet
ally - that sent the underwater intruder to spy on Sweden's biggest and
most secret naval base, the nerve
center of its east coast defenses.

dropped in an attempt to force the
trespasser to the surface for identification and interrogation of its crew.
Swedish officials have been referring to the mystery ship only as a
"foreign" vessel.
The Soviet news agency Tass suggested last week that the search
might be a hoax and asked again on
Monday: "One cannot help asking the
question whether there was any submarine at all?"
It said the search was designed "to
sow seeds of suspicion and hostility
toward Sweden's eastern neighbors,
and poison the atmosphere andunder-

SINCE THE NAVY said the sub was
detected about 30 miles south of
Stockholm on Oct. 1, warships and
helicopters have scanned the waters
with sonar and other electronic listening devices on and off; heavy steel mine the traditional normal relations
nets blocked the exit from the bay, between the U.S.S.R. and the Scandiand about 40 depth charges have been navian countries." The Soviet press

has skirted the issue of the submarine's owners.
CARLSSON SAID the search had
been hampered by old refrigerators
and other metal garbage dumped into

Gish

the bay that reflected the sound done to the hearing of the young.
beams of the underwater detection
"It has become more and more
devices.
difficult to find draftees who are able
He also said the navy was having to listen with sonars," he said. "Distrouble getting efficient sonar opera- cotheque music damages the ears of
tors because of what rock 'n' roll has many young people nowadays."
• ■ ■ from Page 1

jects. Gish is writing a book on the religions she has
encountered throughout hercareer while Saint is involved in a number of television projects and a play.
The ladies also commented on their wishes for the
future.
"I wish for my children to be happy." Saint said.
Miss Gish's wish was simple.
My wish is "to make a quick and graceful wit," she
said.

GISH MADE her first movie in 1912. Saint, an
academy award winner, has appeared in films with
such movie greats as Cary Grant, Paul Newman, and
Marlon Brando.
At the press conference Saint performed a segment
from one of her first commericals. Having portrayed a
cheerleader for a television commerical, Saint stood up
and performed the cheer she had done for the camera
years ago.
Both ladies are currently working on various pro-

Two murdered, gunman surrenders
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) A gunman who feared police would kill him, surrendered yesterday and was
charged with murdering
his sister and her infant
son during a three-day
standoff in an Amtrak
sleeper car. He released
the woman's 3'2-year-old
daughter unharmed.
Police said they had not
determined what
prompted the man, identified as Evangelista Navas
Villabona, 29, of Bucaramanga, Colombia, to initiate the long siege as the
Miami-to-New York Amtrak Silver Star approached the Raleigh train
station Friday morning.
Police said they knew
little about the suspect's
background. Wake County
District Attorney J. Randolph Riley said he was not
sure the man's real name
is Villabona and said he
may have several aliases.
"There is an inkling he
may have been confined as
a result of convictions in
various states," Riley
said. The man had told
police during the standoff
that his name was Mario
Rodriguez.
Raleigh police Set. C.E.
Watson speculated that the
gunman may have been
angered by the crying of
the 9-month-old boy, who
he said probably died of

dehydration Sunday night.
"THERE'S NO indication of any motive," Watson said. "It's got the
appearance of just being a
regular murder-type situation that could have occurred in a motel room or
anywhere."
The gunman passed the
girl in a pink blanket
through a window around 1
a.m. He threw down his
.45-caliber machine gun
and gave himself up
around 5:45 a.m. after a
New York City man he
called "padrino - Spanish
for godfather - spoke to
him through a bullhorn.
"I feel good that we
didn't fire a single shot,"
Police Chief Frederick
Heineman said. "We were
all saddened by the loss of
the baby, but I felt we got
all we possibly could out of
this."
For three days, policemen and sharpshooters
surrounded the car, which
was detached from the
train along with two other
cars when it arrived in the
station. Train service continued during the siege,
with passengers boarding
several hundred yards
away from the scene.
THE GUNMAN was
charged with two counts of
first-degree murder and

one count of kidnapping
the girl. He was being held
in the acute care section of
maximum-security Central Prison, and a court
appearance was scheduled
for Tuesday.
The sister, Isabel Ramirez, probably had been
dead since Friday, police
said.
The woman's daughter,
Zulie, was listed in good
condition with slight dehydration at Wake Medical
Center.
The gunman, described
by police as irrational and
erratic, made no demands
except for food, water and
cigarettes and did not show
himself until 2:50 p.m. Sunday, when he put his head
out a window and waved
for about 10 seconds. Police did not fire.
"His friend (the god-
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great anxiety as to who we
were. (The gunman) apparently had bad expertences in other countries
with police and he was

BOWLING GREEN
IN MADRID, SPAIN

PREPARE FOR

• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

father) convinced him that
we were law enforcement
officers and that we would
not do him any harm,"
Heineman said. "He had
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Diving suit explores in ocean's middle
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) - A
cross between a diving suit and a
submarine is taking scientists into
parts of the ocean where they've
never gone before - cold, dark regions
where luminous fish sparkle like stars
on a moonless night.
"The lights are very vivid and
bright and the sea is very dark. It's
like looking up into the sky on a very
clear night, when you're very far
from the city, up on top of a mountain," said oceanograpner Bruce H.
Robison of the University of California-Santa Barbara.
The cause of Robison's enthusiasm
is called Wasp - a deep-sea diving suit
developed eight years ago for the
offshore oil industry and being used
for the first time by scientists in a
Bilot program 10 miles out from Santa
arbara.
Wasp looks a bit like a giant yellow

insect or a legless, humpbacked robot
and works like a one-man minisub
with arms. Its pilot fits snugly inside
the fiberglass and aluminum canister, his head looking incongruously
small within the clear plexiglass
dome, well over a foot across, that
tops the 1,000-pound machine.

bison, chief scientist for the program
financed by a $290,000 grant from the
National Science Foundation..
Submersibles work best on the bottom, usually offer very limited visibility through portholes a few inches
wide and "the scientist never gets to
pilot them," said Alice Alldredge, a
marine biologist at UCSB and co-principal investigator for the 25-day program.

SUSPENDED BY a winch cable
from its mothership. Wasp "is very,
very maneuverable" through a sysIN THE PAST, she said, scientists
tem of foot-operated thrusters that let
its occupant chase after fish or "mo- probed the depths from ships, hauling
tor off to look at something interest- up whatever they could catch in nets
ing," Robison said. It can work down or in bottles lowered over the side.
"It's been like studying a forest
to 2,000 feet.
Conventional scuba diving has without being able to walk among the
made oceanographers familiar with trees and pick the flowers," she said.
the first 100 feet or so of ocean. "With nets, you only catch animals
Expensive research subs are opening that are not very fast and not very
new worlds on the sea floor. But in fragile."
Worst of all, scientists rarely saw
between is a vast region that's scarcely visited by researchers, said Ro- the animals in their environments.

Since the dives began in mid-September, Robison said, "We've been
able to answer questions we couldn't
answer before and really to frame
new questions we didn't even know
enough to ask before."
Among the discoveries is a dense,
discrete layer of tiny crustaceans
called copepods spread across the
Santa Barbara Basin about 1,500 feet
down. The layer - "nothing like it has
ever been reported before - is about
25 feet thick with the quarter-inch
creatures packed 100,000 per cubic
yard, Alldredge said. "What are they
doing, just sitting there? We're trying
to figure that out."
"IN THE DEEP, dark ocean, where
there are no rocks or trees or anything to hide behind," living features
become the basis of whole communities, Robison said.
He cited the discovery that siphono-

ehores - thin gelatinous creatures up
120 feet long with stinging tentacles provide a drifting habitat tor colonies
of smelt that find refuge among the
threatening tentacles.
The most distinctive feature of the
lightless depths, Robison said, is bioluminescence, fishes' chemical
lights that dot the darkness and are
far more than just organic flashlights.
Robison said the lights vary by
species and sex and almost certainly
helps fish identify each other. 'We
assume it's used to attract prey or to
let the animal see its prey.
Wearing a jump suit and ballet
slippers, for better control of the footrrated thruster buttons, Robison,
. recently pulled himself out of the
suit and climbed down a paint-spattered step ladder after spending about
four hours more than 1,500 feet down
in the crystal-clear Pacific Ocean.

ON THE DECK of the New Horizon,
a research ship owned by the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, Robison
said, "This is an amazing machine. I
don't ever want to come up."
The pilot's arms slip into and manipulate Wasp's oversize limbs and
levers open and close the suit's clawlike hands. Scattered about the suit's
surface are lights, television camera,
strobe lights for a hand-held still
camera and an assortment of gear,
tanks and ballast.
It carries a 72-hour supply of oxygen, although a maximum dive is
considered about six hours. Ms. Alldredge said that in an emergency,
weight can be quickly jettisoned and
"you pop up to the surface like cork."
Wasp was developed by Oceaneering International, a Houston company
that leases a complete package of two
suits and all support equipment and
personnel for about $10,000 a day.

Democratic fund-raiser to back Glenn
Monday.
William White, Glenn's
administrative assistant,
said an official announcement of the preliminary
fund-raising efforts will be
made within the next few

days.
Glenn has not yet announced that he will be a
candidate for president in
1984 but has been testing
the waters in widespread
travels across the country
for more than a year, appearing at state party
functions and in support of
local candidates.
"Beginning in early 1981,
we operated off the surplus

from the 1980 (senatorial)
campaign, but these funds
have been depleted,"
White said.
"We have to establish a
fund-raising operation."
Under Federal Election
Commission regulations,
Glenn can set up a "multicandidate political action
committee* to finance his
travels while campaigning

on behalf of other candidates around the country.
IN ADDITION, he can
set up his own presidential
exploratory committee,
White said.
Glenn and other potential 1984 presidential candidates can't start qualifying
for federal election funds
until the first of next year.

YIMMY McNAUGHTON
TODD BAILEEE
WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED IT
AS MUCH AS WE DID
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SPORTS

Seven turnovers lead to first BG loss
by Joe Menzer
sports editor
OXFORD - Bowling Green's football team made
enough turnovers to feed a family of four, last Saturday.
These weren't fruit-filled turnovers of the bakery kind,
however, and the seven turnovers BG committed in a key
Mid-American Conference game against Miami were
enough to satisfy the appetite of the whole Redskin
football tribe.
That tribe included not only the MU team and coaching staff, but the majority of a record Miami Field crowd
of 21,833 and part of a regional television audience as
well.
The Falcons had plenty of offensive opportunities
against the 'Skins, but never led in what ultimately was a
17-12 defeat. BG has not defeated MU since 1972.
THE WIN PUT Miami in the MAC'S driver seat with a
3-0 conference mark, as the race for the 1982 MAC crown
and a trip to the California Bowl heats up. For the time
being, the Falcons are sidetracked in second place with a
3-1 MAC record - the same as Toledo.
In retrospect, it seemed almost appropriate that the
game's deciding touchdown came on the tail-end of the
Falcons' most bizarre turnover.
With 8:12 to play in the third quarter and BG trailing,
7-6, quarterback Brian McClure dropped back to pass
from the Falcons' 15-yard line and was quickly assaulted
by blitzing MU nose tackle Brian Pillman. Pillman, who
seemed to be in-and-out of BG's backfield all day long,
got a firm grasp on McClure's lower legs and began to
drag the 6-foot-o freshman down to the turf.
But the gangly McClure didn't go down easily, and in
his last little burst of energy on the play he made a fatal
mistake. Even though off-balance and seemingly with
both knees already on the ground, McClure tried to throw
upfield.
THE TOSS HIT BG offensive tackle Dave Hagaman in
the helmet, bounced high in the air, and came down into
the hands of another tackle - MU defensive tackle Wafik
Elsanadi. Elsanadi shook off his surprise just long
enough to stumble seven yards to the end zone.
"I was just fighting, trying to get to the passer - all of a
sudden, the ball popped up. I grabbed it and dived for the
end zone," said Elsanadi, who suffered a possible separated left shoulder on the play. "I don't know how far it
was or anything."

"If I had it to do over again ... I
would never have thrown that pass."

- Brian McClure
"I'm glad I didn't sack him (McClure) now," a smiling
Pillman said. "I knew he was on his way down when he
threw it. I was about to get up and yell for intentional
grounding, but I shut up when I saw what was -happening-.
Fortunately, it worked out very well for us."
Steady MU placekicker Mike Kiebach added the extra
point to make it 14-6, and that proved to be enough points
tor the Redskin victory - even though the game's
outcome remained uncertain until the final few tense
moments.
"I TRIED TO throw underneath the coverage and it
hit off (Hagaman's) helmet," McClure said. "It I had it
to do over again, I would've ate it; I would never have
thrown that pass."
Still, McClure completed plenty of passes on the day
and not all of them were to opposing defenders. Despite
throwing five interceptions, McClure set two school
passingrecords by connecting on 29-of-42 passes for 312
yards. The 29 completions and 312 passing yards erased a
pair of 13-year old BG records.
"I hate the thought of having him (McClure) back for
three more years. I just didn't think that a freshman
could develop that fast, but he has," Miami head coach
Tom Reed said.
McClure's beautiful 37-yard toss to Greg Taylor with
1:44 left in the second quarter gave BG its first touchdown. Unfortunately for the Falcons, Gehad Youseff who had kicked 14 straight extra points coming into the
game - missed wide on the point-after attempt and BG
still trailed, 7-6.
Youseff's missed kick proved costly and influenced the
Falcons' game plan for the remainder of the contest.
"THAT WAS A hard point to play around. It's momentum; it's everything. It makes us go for two when we
don't want to," BG head coach Denny Stolz said afterward, shaking his head in disappointment.
Youseff also missed on a 44-yard field goal attempt
earlier in the game. It was only his second miss of the
season, but such failure was typical of just about every
BG offensive series.
The Falcons moved the ball almost at will, but consistently self-destructed on offense. In addition to Mc-
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Is he down .
or isn't he?

Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure (18), although apparently already down according to olficial collegiate rules, throws
the fatal pass that bounced oft the helmet of BG offensive lineman Dave Hagaman and into the hands of Miami's Wafik Elsanadi in
the third quarter of last Saturday's game in Oxford. Elsanadi returned the Interception seven yards for the game's deciding
touchdown. In collegiate football, the officials are supposed to whistle a play dead if the knees of the player with the ball touch
the ground. Clearly, this play should have been whistled dead by the officials.

Clure's five interceptions, the Falcons also lost two
fumbles - one of them by fullback Lamont Wagner inside
the MU 15-yard line early in the third quarter.
BG's only other score came early in the fourth quarter
to cut the MU lead to 14-12. Chip Otten capped a 14-play
scoring drive by taking an option pitch from Dayne
Palsgrove and out-racing a host of Miami defenders to
the left corner of the end zone.

play and defensive back Dave Williams batted the pass
down.
The Falcons got the ball three more times, but those
possessions ended with a Jim Phelps punt and two more
McClure interceptions. Appropriately, MU's Ken Black
intercepted on the game s final play, as McClure just
reached back and threw a last-gasp bomb into the
waiting arms of the MU secondary.
"So far I've thrown seven interceptions this season
YOUSEFF DID NOT get a chance to redeem himself (all in the last two games). That was about my average
though, because the Falcons were forced to go for the for a whole year in nigh school," McClure said.
two-point conversion and a tie with 11:44 remaining.
But the Redskin defense read the play so well that they
THE REDSKINS ADDED an insurance field goal by
must have had a spy in BG's huddle when it was called. Kiebach with 44 seconds left that was set up by McClure's
Palsgrove - who was in for the temporarily shaken-up fourth interception, which MU linebacker Steve Fitzhugh
McClure at the time - took the snap, handed off to Otten, returned 24 yards to the BG 42-yard line.
and headed for the right corner of the end zone as a
MU's only offensive touchdown came on its first
potential pass receiver. The play never had a chance.
possession of the game. Miami quarterback John Appold
Finally, with Pillman-ana-company in hot pursuit, and wide receiver Keith Dummitt teamed for a perfectlyOtten was forced to loft a desperation toss toward timed 31-yard TD pass with less than five minutes gone in
Palsgrove. Two MU defenders were right on top of the the game.

O'Brian suffers knee injury as BG
glides to hockey exhibition win
There are two things teams
usually wish to accomplish in an
exhibition game. The first - and
most important - is to play a solid,
injury-free game. The second is to
come away with a win.
In last Saturday's exhibition
game with Michigan-Dearborn,
Bowling Green's hockey team
clinched its second goal with less
than a minute gone in the game,
but failed in its first goal with less
than three minutes remaining.
The Falcons showed much of
their offensive flair from a year
ago in trouncing the Wolves, 9-3.
Michigan-Dearborn's freshman
goalie Eric Dubke held of the Falcons for all of 58 seconds before
junior Tim Hack pushed a backhand into the net for a 1-0 BG lead.
SENIOR CO-CAPTAIN Brian
Hills scored on a breakaway at the
2:20 mark to push BG further

ahead, 2-0. Win Dahm brought the
Wolves to within a goal at the 19
second mark of the second period,
but Hills' deflection of George
Roll's pass 13 seconds later sent the
Falcons on a string of seven unanswered goals which put the
game on ice.
But BG failed to remain iniuryfree, as Dave O'Brian went down
with a knee injury late in the game
when a Michigan-Dearborn player
lost control and slid into him.
O'Brian said he lifted one leg in
an effort to avoid the player, but he
was hit before he could lift the
other leg, which was hit at an angle
which forced the knee to twist
outward.
O'Brian reportedly suffered
strained ligaments in the knee, and
his status tor next weekend's season-opening series with Wisconsin
at the Ice Arena will not be determined until later in the week,

according to BG coach Jerry York.
EACH OF BG'S four lines turned
in a goal in the game, led by the
line of Dan Kane (1-2-3), Perry
Braun (1-2-3) and freshman Gino
Cavalluii (1-1-2), which was on ice
for four of the Falcons' goals.
Other scoring came from the lines
of Hills, Roll and Peter Wilson (two
goals); John Samanski, Hack and
Dave Randerson (two goals); and
Nick Bandescu, Dave O'Brian and
Jamie Wanesbrough (one goal).
"We are so balanced offensively
that we will probably play four
lines on a regular basis, York
said. "I thought all three of our
freshman (Cavallini, Wanesbrough
and defenseman Dave Ellet)
played well."
BG goaltender Mike David
played the first 30 minutes of the
game, allowing one goal while
turning in seven saves.

From then on, BG's defense stuck it to Miami's
offense. The Falcons had more first downs (21-12), more
total yardage (318-217) and ran more offensive plays (7269) than the Redskins, but they also made more mistakes.
Also, the Falcons managed only six net yards on the
Sround. Both BG's Bryant "Cowboy" Jones and MU's
ay Peterson - two of the MAC'S best offensive backs were not 100 percent healthy for the game.
"When you ve got an I-formation offense and you don't
have your tailback, you can't run a lot of stuff you don't
have, Stolz said. "I told our kids we would throw 35-40
times and we did. When you throw that much, you're
going to have tipped balls and interceptions."
"I'd be lying to you if I said this game didn't mean
something special,' Reed said. "You can never take this
game away from these players. You can take their
money; you can steal their cars. But you can never take
this memory away from them."

Medancic paces BG in soccer
by Tom Hlsek
sports reporter

"Rain, rain go away, c'mon back
another day," is a familiar children's
rhyme. However, that lyric took on
supreme importance last weekend, as
rain dampened the hopes of Bowling
Green's soccer team during the Wisconsin-Milwaukee Tournament.
BG lost their first-round game to
host Milwakee-Wisconsin, 3-2, in a
driving rainstorm last Saturday, but
came back in Sunday afternoon's
consolation game to defeat Western
Illinois, 3-0. West Virginia was the
tournament champion, defeating
UWM, 3-0, in the finals.
WINNING THE Wisconsin-Milwaukee Tournament was one of the top
objectives of BG coach Gary Palmisano s squad for the 1982 season, but
there were several factors besides the
weather that halted the hopes of the
Falcons:
• Last weekend's tournament
marked the 10th anniversary of the
annual Panther tournament and it
was an added incentive for UWM to

perform well in their own tourney.
• It was UWM's first Homecoming
in the school's history and the Panther players were extremely motivated, according to Palmisano. In
comparison, BG is celebrating its 61st
Homecoming this weekend.
• UWM scored their three goals in
the first half, forcing BG to play
catch-up in terrible second-naif
weather conditions.
"WE FELL into a pot of boiling
water up there with the weather conditions and their Homecoming celebration," Palmisano said. "But you
don't like to make excuses; that's just
how the dice roll."
The wind during Saturday's games
was so strong that of the 14 goals
scored during the day's two games,
all were scored with the wind at the
scoring team's backs.
BG goals against UWM were
scored by Mladen Medancic and Archie Edgar, as the Falcons dropped
only their second match of the season
against eight victories.
"It was tough playing without Pat

Kenney (wingback who suffered a
bruised heel last week) but Joe Barros did a ggod job of filling in,"
Palmisano said.
MEDANCIC AGAIN led the Falcons in Sunday's consolation game
with two more goals and Neil Ridgway added his eighth goal of the
season.
BG goalkeeper Joe Koury recorded
his seventh shutout of the season in
the Western Illinois match, which tied
his own record set last season. He is
also BG's career leader in shutouts.
"It was tough, motivation-wise, to
Set the guys up for the game but I
lought they recovered extremely
well. They went out and did what they
had to do - score goals," Palmisano
said.
BG will face its toughest test of the
season tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m.
when the Falcons travel to Bloomington, Ind., to face the nationallyranked Indiana Hoosiers. The Falcons will be out to avenge a 7-1 loss to
the Hoosiers last season.
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BG strikers trounced in Windy City

Falcon runners crush Toledo
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

It could be said that Bowling
Green's women's cross country
team "took the day off" last Saturday, but that would not be fair to
Toledo's harriers.
The fact does remain, however,
that the Falcons ran their easiest
meet of the season. In fact, BG took
the first nine places on their way to
15-50 rout, in Toledo.
With the Falcons coming up on
the thick of the season, BG coach
Sid Sink said he decided the Toledo
meet would be a good time to try
some different strategy to improve
team placement in upcoming
races. And, judging from the results of the race with the Rockets,
it seems Sink found a good game
plan.
"WE RAN AS a team," Sink
said. "The first mile or mile-and-a-

half we ran together. We've been
running as individuals; competing
against each other and not against
other teams. We've got to be able to
help each other out and pull together as a team."
This strategy also makes the
times close, as was shown last
Saturday. There was a difference
of just nine seconds between the
first five BG runners.
Leading the way for the Falcons
were JoAnn Lanciaux and Kathy
Kaczor with a 5,000-meter time of
18:59. Laura Ryder finished one
second behind with 19:00. And Cathy Schenkel and Rosalie Cocita
tied for fifth with 19:08.
This Friday, the BG harriers
travel to Ohio Weslyan to defend
their Ohio Intercollegiate meet
crown.
WHEN ALL THE teams in Ohio
are placed together on one starting
line there is bound to be some tougn

by Kermlt Rowe

coach Sandy Haines said she had
hoped for at the beginning of the
season.
Fortunately, Bowling Green's
INCONSISTENCY again proved to
women's volleyball team didn't run be the Falcons' major problem. A
into any cyanide-laced extra-strength pattern emerged in the tournament
Tylenol capsules during its visit to where BG would start off good, grab a
Chicago last weekend.
quick lead in the majority of its
But unfortunately, the Falcons did games, and then taper oft towards the
run into some stiff competition in the middle and/or latter part of the conWindy City Classic that proved al- test
most as fatal as the pills. As a result,
the Falcon spikers dropped four out of
A case in point was BG's first game
five matches.
of the tournament against Mid-American Conference foe Ball State. Thanks
The losses dropped BG's record to to the serving of junior Tracy Live6-14, far off the .500 pace that BG sey, BG jumped out to a quick 6-2 lead
sports reporter

competition for the Falcons. Sink
has the same consensus about the
big meet.
'"We will definitely watch out for
OU (Ohio University)," he said.
"We only beat Ohio State by three
^lnts last year and Ashland has
•ee good runners."
Injuries are still a problem with
the BG harriers and Sink said he is
hoping for some improvements before this Friday's race.
Among the injured are some of
the Falcons' top names. Laura
Murphy, who sat out the last meet
with a foot problem, will probably
run this weekend. Helen Poe and
Stephanie Eaton are also on the
injured list and most likely will not
run Friday, according to Sink.
"If we could get Laura (Murphy) in there I think we'll be in
good shape," Sink said. "We're not
completely healthy, but we're getting there."

over the Cardinals. Co-captain Julaine Flick tipped that advantage to
11-3 by serving a string of five straight
points.
But the fast start fizzled out as BSU
retaliated with a five-point string of
its own to cut the BG margin to fl-8.
Falcon Deb Hopkins served BG to a
13-8 advantage, but it was in vain as
the Cardinals stole the momentum of
the contest by scoring the last seven
points of the first match for a 15-13
come-from-behind victory.
WHEN BG DID waver from its
pattern, the result was victory, as was
the case in the Falcons' game against
Tulsa.

Falcon men harriers roll over Ball State, 22-37
Bowling Green's men's cross country team rolled over fellow MidAmerican Conference member Ball
State, 22-37, last Saturday in Muncie.
Ind.
Leading the way for Coach Mel
Brodt's Falcons was Chris Koehler,
who finishedfirst with a five-mile time

of 25:11. Following Koehler for BG
were Tim Brennan, who had a secondplace time of 25:19; Scott Creel, 5th,
25:30; Jeff Boutelle, 6th, 25:34; and
BobZink, 8th, 25:41.
This Friday, the Falcons participate in one of their most important

matches of the season in the Ohio
Intercollegiate at Ohio Wesleyan.
This race matches up all the Ohio
teams to find the best in the state.
Last year, BG placed fourth out of
33 teams and Chris Koehler and Tim
Brennan were selected to the All-Ohio
team. Starting time is 4 p.m.

ALL THE WA Y FOR DIVISION I-A
STUDENT
CONSUMER UNION
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
8 00 TONIGHT
400 MOSS LEV

CLASSIFIEDS

The 1982-83 Man's Club Volleyball
Team win hold an informational meeting Wed Ocl I 3th al 8 30 pm in
Memorial Hal Rm 202 for anyone
interested m playing this season
Comeig oft a 29-10 season and
participation m the 1982 MIVA
championship, the Men s Club Voaeybal Team hopes tor a large turn out
so we can have anolhet successful
season'

Cttmtidad rorav or. 40c par line S1.20 minimum. BOLD IVPI 50c •■'fo par
od. Approvimalaly 25 to 30 spocet par line
CAMPUS/CITY IVINTS lining, lor nor. profit public lervic. OCtMtM will b.
intarlad OMCf for fra* and ai regular rotas tharealtar
Doodlino foe oil luting* n ? days betor. publication at 4 00 p m Friday at
4pm it the doodlme for lh« lueidoy edition
Collided lorn.! ore ovoiloble ot tbe SO Hen office. 10* Unl.er.ll, Hell.
Full Gospel Business Man's
Fellowship ol Bowling Green Invites
you to a banquet deiner meeting
Thus . Oct 14 at 5 00 pm sharp1
EM Club
Campbell Hal Road
S6 50'Person (includes lip!
Ad
. mca '?■.." ..ituns .in- raquirad

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ADDITIONAL RECREATION TIME
The Student Rectealion Center is
now open effective Ocl t 7am lo
nnOmghl Early morning swimming is
also being offered on a trial basts on
Mon
Wed
and Fri
when Hvj
Cooper Pool w* be open for lap
swimming Irorn 7am lo 2 p m

SERVICES OFFERED

1-800-43B-S039

BIRD. WHAT S THIS
GRANDMA S HOUSE''

Astrology charts drawn & interpreted
Cal 354 1357
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Call 352-7305 after 5pm

Found Man s Hcke! in Hays Ha» can
Judy al 352 2801 lo identify

TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 893-4186

Found Pan ot eyeglasses as Ironl ol
Anderson Arena on Wed . Sept 29

WANTED: ANY TYPING YOU
WOULD LIKE DONE FOR YOU. PROFESSIONAL WORK.
DELIVERY
WHEN REQUESTED. 278-3723 Ross
WenUoA, DeslHac. Ohio.

Cal 353-6765
Gold Watch lound in University Hal.
Contact BG News office1

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
The following employers will be on campus ihe week of October 18 lo. interview qualified undulates. Sign-Up for these interview! will be held on
Wednesday. October 6. 1982. from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. in the Forum of the Student Services Building. There will not be a sign-up for Education
schedules this week.
Sign-Up procedure: At the time of sign-up. you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each interview you schedule. Qualified candidates
arc those who meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dates requested by the employers listed below. Those not meeting the requirements
will not be inletsicsved. Important: Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated.
The number in t > indicates the number of schedules requested by the employer.
FMPI.OYKR

DATES OF VISIT

IMlRfcSTED IN

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP. Kvamlon. II

10-25-82

COOPERS « I.YBRANI) Cleveland. OH

10-24-82
10-20-82

SAI ES REP ll M all maiors, DEC only HI, all asail DEC C.rads. then MAI
Grads mi „, .n
SAI ES REP B M all maiors. all avail DEC Grads. the MAY Grads Till ii
ENTRY LEV STAFF ACCTS.: B/Acct . MAY. AUG. Grads. (2)each das

NOTRE DAME Noire Maine

lt-25-82

MBA program: all maiors, DEC., MAY. AUG. Grads. (II

TOHM McAN SHOES Toledo. OH

10-25-82

VIl.R

AMERICAN l,HUM Ml SCHOOL OF INT. Ml.Ml
(ilendale. AZ (Thunderhird Campus!

IS-2S-82

CIRAMIAII S( HIXII

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY Cincinnati. OH

10-24-82

-Mis Mr,Ml
MAY Orads 121

U.S. AIR FORCE Bowling Green. OH

10-26-82

IN

DELOITTE. HASKINS & SELLS Toledo. OH

10-27-82
HI :»-«:
I0-2S-82

MARATHON OIL COMPANY Findla), OH

MAY COMPANY (leu-land. OH

10-27-82

OWENS-ILLINOIS. INC. Toledo. OH

in:- it:

RCA CORPORATION (hem Hill. NJ

18-27-82
10-28-82

PFTROLEL'M COMPANY Houslon. TX
ARTHUR ANDERSEN A COMPANY All Office Locations

IS-27JJ2 in :»-«.•
in :»-H.'

BABSON COLLEGE WtUcsky. MA

10-28-82

FELDMAN. NATHANSON. KENNEDY 4 NASSER Toledo. OH
PRICE WATERHOU8E Cleveland. OH
SEIDMAN * SEIDMAN Troy. Ml

10-21-82
10-29-82
10-29-412

I KM I

TACOS TACOS TACOS
50- EVERY THURS.. 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E. WOOSTER. EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY I

Personalized Musical Messages
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the facls-we write
and sing the song
332-6673

Phi Delts Tbeta
WE REMEMBER
April 5. 1981

B M all maiors. DEC". MAY, AUG. Grads (I)

B M any major, with strong ml. in Sales. DEC.

l.bADI-KSIIII' MGMT POSTITONS. PILOT AND NAVIG AREAS:
Any lour yr. deg. or higher. DEC. MAY. AUG Grads (II
ACCT A AUDI I SKSI.S.
MGMT ADVISORY: SMALL BUS.
smcs I AX SRVC'S. B/M Acer MRA w/Accl. DEC . May. Aug.
(itad. |2> Cam}., (11 loldco: Complete DMAS Personal Data Record
and bring to Interview. iForm in back of their brochure)
ACCT./AUDITING: B'Acel (I): FINANCE: BVFIN.. MBA Fin III
ACCT./ADITING: B/Accl. (I): COMPUTER CAREERS: B.Comp. Sci. (I)
MKT REP: B/Mkl. II); MIS CAREERS: B/MISIII DEC Grads, then
MAY Grads fill in on all above schedules
EXEC. TRNEE -RETAIL MGMT: B/Mkl.. Ret.. Fash. Mar., DEC.
May Grads (21
COMPTROLLER TRNEE: B/Accl.. MAY GradKDSALES TRNEE: B/Salet
Ml: . MAY. 11/2) SALES TRNEE: n Sales. Mkl.. DEC. MAY Grads. (I)
PURCH. ASSOC: B/Mai. Mgml.. Ind Menu.. Eng Tech or other Tech
sv/int. or enper. in Purch.. DEC, then MAY Grads fill in. (Deach day (Comp
leie RCA App and bring to interview).
GEOLOGY DEPT. (I) each day
STAFF ACCT: TAX ACCT: B/M Acer. DEC. MAY. AUG. Grads
(61 Musi complete A.A Personal Data Sheet, bring to interview. (Form tn back
of Iheir brochure)
MBA PROGRAM: All majors. DEC. MAY. AUG. Grads. (1/2) Possible

Group Session)

STAFF ACCT. B./Accl.. DEC. MAY Grads (2)
STAFF ACT.. B/Accl. DEC. MAY. AUG Grads. (2) Ckve., (2) Toledo

HUNT!
HUNT!
HUNT!
LOVE. JOEY

Prep and Scooby. thanks lor making
my Phi Psi activation the greatest'
You re the best lamlly a person could
have I love ya both' Love Your

DARCY.
CONGRATS MS JUSTICE OF STUDENT ARBITRATION BOARO
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOUi
LOVE. THE GOLDEN HEARTS

Batty little Sis
PURCELLS BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGOT BIKES
131 W WOOSTER ST

Don't forget 10 redeem your Frtsch's
poster day coupons'
GOLDEN HEART PLEDGES
CONGRATS NOW THAT YOU RE
IN. THE FUN WILL BEGIN1 GLAD TO
HAVE YOU ABOARD
LOVE THE GOLDEN HEARTS

352-6264
PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
X-COUNTRY SKI SALES AND
RENTAL 131 W WOOSTER ST

362-6264
SALEM!
Locker Room Sporting Goods
109 N. Main SI.
EVERYTHING 15% OFF

HAIR UNLIMITED-143 W. Woostar— 353-3281. Hair care tor men
and woman at a reasonable price.
HAPPY B—DAY MAGNUM KB.!!
From the Gershwm lovers of Bromfield 4th Lows
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAGNUM K B III
From the Gershwm tovets of Bromheld 4th Lows
HICKORY STRIPE BIBS leg. 125.00
NOW $14.95!! JEANS N' THINGS
531 RIDGE ST

B an> hus major. Db< . MAY. AUG. Grads III

PHI MU BIG
PHI MU BIG
BIG PHI MU
PET PSYCHEDI

Customized T-Shlru a Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast DeliveryCall Jim 353-7011

GOT A CRUSH?
SEN0 A KISS!
On sale Untv Hal
12-3 pm Mon -Fn
50- See 50' SAE

Homecoming BaBoon Boquets
352 6061
JILL TOMLINSON,
YOU ARE THE GREATESTI I'M SO
GLAD THAT YOU ARE MY LITTLE.
LOVE. YOOR BIG
JOIN SKI CLUB
JOIN SKI CLUB
JOIN SKI CLUB

SIGMA CHI'S THIS LITTLE PIGGY
WENT TO SAM B'S THIS LITTLE
PIGGY WENT TO UNO'S
THIS
LITTLE PIGGY WENT WEE WEE
WEE. ALL THE WAY TO THE SLAM
MER' POO GOODS
SLOPPY JOE OCMOTE May you
nave a sip from every glass ol wineand pomegramts 5 cheese to dme
TACOS TACOS TACOS
50- EVERY THURS.. 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E. WOOSTER. EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY!
Take Ihe Falcon spirit challenge beat
the Perry Field attendance record ot
26.680 Ifsis Saturday for HomeoomTango and Berry
Uptown was too good tor these two
Do Goods' We re too psyched lor
nornoconi.njji

LOST ONE LARGE FARM ANIMAL.
LAST SEEN HEADING NORTH ON
WOOSTER
IF FOUND PLEASE
CALL 2-2985 REWARD1
MARCIA SLOAN I hope you are voted
Senior Representative Good Luck al
the Homecoming Game11
LOVE. KATHY

The ALPHA XI PARTY TRUCK was
on a roll, with Sabrfna at Ihe controls
Your serenading was sweet. PHI
TAUS a ALPHA XIS are hard lo beat1

Mary Ann Stambaugh. Congrats on
becoming Sig Ep Goktenheart Have
an encrtmg freshman year Love
Donna

THE PULSE OF LIFE W COMING!
THE PULSE OF LIFE IS COMING!
THE PULSE OF LIFE IS COMING!
OCTOBER 28. 1982
SRC

Leslie-Congrats on bamg elected
Pledge Panhel President we're so
proud ot you Go tor it1 02 Love Your
pledge sisters

WE NEED YOU'
ESCORT SERVICE
COMMUTER CENTER. 2-0360
Marketing Club Gold Rush Raffia
Marketing Club Gold Rush Raffle
MarkeUrtg Club gold Rush Raffle

Affluent suburban Cleveland couple, lovely home wish to adopt newborn Caucasian baby Al expenses
paid Strictest confidence (216)
382 2703 evemnga 8 weekends
Female roommate needed (or Spring
semester on E Merry Across from
Oft C.g Apt
2 bath nice room
males Cal Km 354 2114
F roomale needed EthciencySlOO
a month no utilities Before 2 pm
and after 10 pm 352-6964

PHONE POLLING
PERSONS
NEEDED TO CONDUCT TELEPHONE SURVEYS EVENINGS OF
OCT 1117 PHONES PROVIDED
S3 PER HR CONTACT BRIAN
SCHUCK 354 3544 BETWEEN 10
AM-3 PM

FOR SALE
POP OPEN tennis racket in gd cond
Moal sel' $35 40 Call 372 6087 or
372-2601 and ask lor Keith Nego
lable
Reaastie live band graphic equalizer
$50 00 Cal 352-1130
1978 Labaron. ExceBenl condition,
low meage. 8 new radtafs Loaded
with options must sel 372 3750
Tent 9 x 13. nylon Exc Cond.
sleeps 5 $50 Cal 353-4011 evenlngs
1977 YAMAHA RO 400
CALL WAYNE AT 352-3464
1970 Blazer $900 00 or best offer
Cal 288-2607

F Roommate Wanted
Spring Sem . $400'Semester A Ufa)ties. Cal 352-3928

FOR RENT

Need help in Statistics Looking lor
someone with Slats Background
Fee negotiable Cal 354 1616
HELP! F. RMTE. NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. FURNISHED EXCEPT OWN
BEDROOM. J145IMO- NO UTILF
TIES-CALL ANN 354-1600.

Lovely Faclaty-WoiTian's Ckib ot BG
134 N Prospect Please Call 3526700

F RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER HAVEN HOUSE APT
LIKE NEW $125 MO « ELEC
CALL TAMI 352-6949

352-2939

2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4062
1 F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TH ST . BTWN HIGH 8 S COL
LEGE
S580SEM
FURNISHED
CALL 352 0759
2 F RMTES NEEDED SPR SEM
PAY ELEC GOOD RENT NICE APT
CALL JULIE 352 0219
1 F rmle needed immediately lo
share eft apt Close to campus call
354-1 184 after 4 pm

"Kl"

Thank yous are extended to the
representatives of the following soro
nties that attendeo our reception last
week ALPHA CHI OMEGA ALPHA
DELTA PI. ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
ALPHA PHI. ALPHA XI DELTA
DELTA ZETA. GAMMA PHI BETA and
PHI MU Sorry we missed you. let's
get together another lime
CHI
OMEGA DELTA GAMMA 8 KAPPA
DELTA Sincerely Ihe Praters of Tau
Kappa Epsaon

Karen Masufcs ■ kicky winner ol the
year's arortri ol Myte s nai

T-shirt silk screening. If your not
getting your shirts Irorn JEANS N'
THINGS your probably paying too
much!! Jeans N' Things. 531 Ridge
St

WANTED

ABOUT

Commuter Students support the Falcons, how about the rest of the
campus7

LOST AND FOUNO

MANAGEMENT CLUB WILL MEET
TUESDAV AT 8 00 PM IN 515 ISC
MILTON GESSERT FROM KROG
ERS WILL BE SPEAKING AIL WEICOME

M.B.N.—THE DZ
I hope your Qrad. Asst. makes
enough money tor you. Sorry I
coutdn'r P.S.- "Money can't buy
you love." P.S.S.—Whoops: You
didn't want to get Involved did you?

PERSONAL

BETA ALPHA PSI AND ACCOUNTING CLUB WILL BE HAVING A
MEETING THIS TUES., OCT. 12, AT
7:30 PM IN 126 WEST HALL. ROBERT WARSHAWSKY WILL BE
SPEAKING ON THE TOPIC "EXECUTIVE STRESS AND HOW TO CONTROL IT."

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
* A.M.
10:00 P.M.

TONIGHT!" BOATS ON SAND"
LIVE AT UPTOWN!
BE THERE! NO COVER!

GAMMA IOTA SIGMA
MEETING
A CAREER IN CLAIMS
WITH DON HUNT
TONIGHT 7 30 IN 208 MANNA

ASM {Association for Systems Man.
agamanl) Mealing Thurs Oct 14
at 7 00 p m in the Town Room
Union Election of current year officers and presentation by Mr Gallo
way. Placement Services
on
cajiaan tor MIS majors

LOST GOLDEN LABRADOR PUPPV.
5 MONTHS OLD NAME IS ORION
PLEASE CALL 3520625. REWARD
OFFERED

One time only - last chance lor 1982
Spacious, lurnished.
studio eft
clency Quiet rveighbornood. uhhties
included No pels 7 mos lease
Towne House Apartments
2 bedroomfurnunfurn
long a short leases
$225 00 and up
Rentals B-7 353 5891
Want your own place?
Apt lor rent. IBS-mo
negotiable, you pay no utilities

352-8087
You owe it lo yourself to check out
Mid Am Manor s Charles Tower Apts
cal 352 4380 Sun Thurs 10 30
2 30. 352-7361 MonFr,
5 008 00 pm
1 1 2 Bedroom Apts Available 3523841 11 00 3 00 pm or 354-1120
.after 300pm

HELP WANTED
COMPUTER SCIENCE OPPORTUNITY: Columbus Firm needs computer
science students with
assembler lo lill Spring Co Op position Cal Cooperative Education Ollice al 372 2451
Hockey Coach
Travel Team
352 6276 after 6
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
MAJORS: Sophomore or ajniors-gain
experience m Srmng Co-Op position
with Dayton area lem Call Cooperative Education Office at 372 2451
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer year
round Europe. S Amer . Australia.
Asia
AM Fields
$500-$1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free mto
Write UC Box 52 OH3 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625

2 bedroom turn apt Heat, water.
Cable TV paid lor AC parking lot
laundry lacMas. $340 mo Cal 35271B2
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rates John Nesvtove Real Estate
354-2260 or 352-6563
STUDENTS t FACULTY
We stil have some nice apartments
avaeable Give us a call tor al your
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 362 5620
Tired ol roommates'' Enjoy peace 5
qu*t in our tuly furnished studio apt
Sign up now lor 2nd semester of lake
advantage ol our Fal specters' Char
mg Cross Apts 1017 S Mart St .

352-0590
1 BDRM APT UNFURN YOU PAY
liln
1 YR LEASE DEP REQUIRED S190/MO 420 S ENTERPRISE CALL JOHN 352-2764

STAFF ACCT.: B/Accl.. DEC. MAY. AUG. Grads.(l)

THE DAILY CROSSWORD PGZZLE
1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
ACROSS
1 Sirsn
5 Belly Grable
asset
9 Ward off
14 "I cannot tell
15 Type of exam
16 Like some floors
17 Companion of
pound foolish
19 Like an old
woman
20 Empty headed
21 "
your
tnoughls"
23 Streetcar on
Broadway
25 Solar year excess
26 Hebrews' legendary ancestor
28 Oriental
entertainer
32 Manages
37 Slanderous attack
38 Arabian cloak
39 Pintail ducks
41 Camay
42 Pentateuch
45 Unimportant
transaction
48 Begins
50 Digits
51 Ready! Set1 Go'
54 Little ones
58 Sometime place
to shop

62 Nighl patrol,
in Madrid
63 Member of a

star's entourage
64 Literature of
a sort
66 Name in detective
fiction
67 Wading bird
68 Glacial ridge
69 Weather beaten
70 Certain sports'
equipment
71 Spanish ladies,
for short

DOWN
1 Spiritless
2 Coeurd'
,
Idaho
3 Grackles
4 Pocket pieces
5 Sound from the
pasture
6 Silkworm
7 Canadian
peninsula
8 Kind of walker
9 Positions
10 Dickens'
character
11 Arabic letter
12 Veil. In Granada
13 Fulda tributary

18
22
24
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
40
43
44
46
47

49
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
65

buena. ever
green herb
Find fault
Lampreys
Win easily
Connery
Male animal
Johnson of
comedy
Channels
Oil-yielding tree
Pastry
Born with the
name ol
Fellow
High-hat one
Acquiesces
road
(departs)
Have an itch for
"Men may be
read, as well —
too much."
Cole of song
Creator of "The
Thinker"
Erie or Huron
Iron-nickel alloy
Plant problem
Merchandising
events
Borge. lor one
Stravinsky
Grouper ol warm
seas
Throw oil
Letter

1

2

3

4

14
W
20
23

32

33

11
42

■■
"

41

a

^
'5

1Il

63
M

n

5«

;

1

■ lI
P

35

1

36

S3

"
"

11

12

13

n

»

11

"
"

■l ■ 1 1
47

55

'*
U

l
' 46

II

66

10

1

1

52

'
"
77

P|n

51
58

E

COURSES OPEN TO NONJOURNALISM MAJORS IN
SECOND SEMESTER

t

1

"
"

56

57

JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR
JOUR

103—Intro to Mass Communications
305—Photojournalism Editing (by permission)
306—Intro to Photojournalism (by permission)
315—Press Management
340-Principles of Public Relations
402—Journalism Law and Ethics
432—Newsroom Decision Making
433—Government and the News Media
490—JournalismTechniques for Non-Majors

For more information about these courses, contact the
School of Journalism Office at 2-2076.

